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Tabletop artificial christmas tree with lights

First it was candles, then light bulbs, then rope lights, and then nets. The technology surrounding Christmas lights continues to evolve, and now that we have the best artificial Christmas trees with LED lights, it's as easy as ever to add a little warmth and joy to your home. After all, evenly chaining the lights is one of the most timeconsuming steps, so when you opt for a pre-illuminated Christmas tree instead, you're much closer to hanging your ornaments. According to Consumer Reports, there are some essential features to consider when purchasing an artificial tree. The best pre-illuminated artificial Christmas trees have hinged branches, a sturdy base and fireretardant needles, but it's also imperative that you choose the right type of bulbs. LED lights use less electricity and fade instead of burning, so you won't have to deal with a whole dead strand because of a single bulb. Of course, comfort is a huge factor here, so all these best-selling artificial trees are extremely easy to set up. They come
in three or four sections and feature the aforementioned hinged branches that simply fall into place. After that, just plug in the lights, sponge the branches, plug it in, and you're ready to start decorating.1Albol National Carolina Artificial Pine Christmas Sizes available: 4.5, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 9 feet No, it looks like it's real, says a critic, and dozens
more agree that it only lacks the scent of wood and messy needles. Thanks to its full, rounded branches, multicolored foliage and built-in flocked pine cones, National Tree Carolina pine will fool all your guests. It is pre-hung with 750 clear lights, and is fire resistant and allergens. No wonder buyers have given it a 4.5 star rating overall after
1,000 reviews. While, it's a little more expensive and it'll require a good amount of lint before it looks like the picture, reviewers say it's worth the money and problems. According to one critic: I was surprised by the pineapples that look realistic. The lights on the tree are enough that you don't need to add extra lights, they are bright and look
elegant. Setup was easy. It took about 10 minutes to set up. The needles did not fall off and the cleaning was easy, well worth the money and I would recommend it to anyone. 2Evergreen Classics Color-Changing Spruce Artificial Christmas TreeAvailable sizes: 6.5, 7.5, 9 feetThe colored lights are whimsical, but the white lights are so
elegant, how could you choose? Luckily, Evergreen Classics Spruce offers both, so it's not possible. Its 600 low-voltage LEDs switch between clear, multicolored or both (from and back from one to the other) using the included remote control, and even comes with a pedal. Buyers say it is extremely easy to set up and is so lush and real
looking that they are full of childish wonder. According to one critic: Very fast in this tree and looks better in person than in online pictures! My old tree was beautiful, so I was nervous to buy a new one online, however, I was so pleasantly surprised at how pretty it was in person. Especially after being decorated. 3National Tree Downswept
Douglas Fir Artificial Christmas TreeAvailable sizes: 7.5 feet (other sizes are available in different tree styles)This easy-to-assemble Douglas fir by the National Tree Company has earned a lot of fans on Amazon. Available in a single size (7.5 feet tall), it is slightly less customizable than other trees on this list. But, the National Tree
Company does this in some different styles and sizes, so there are other options if this height doesn't match your space. It has 750 transparent LED lights that are equipped with special locks to prevent bulbs from falling off. They are also flame resistant and critically easy to set up and knock down. According to one reviewer: We've always
had real trees and this year we decided to go with an artificial one. Very nice and sturdy tree, easy to assemble. I'd definitely buy another one if I needed one. 4Balsam Hill Classic Blue Spruce Artificial Christmas TreeWhen it's balsam Hill's classic blue fir, you'll get over 2,300 branches and 850 LED lights, but you'll also get a lot of
bonuses. This tree comes with a free storage bag, cotton gloves, replacement bulbs, extra fuses and a pedal so you can turn it on and off easily. It even has a three-year limited warranty, too. We were impressed with the level of detail, a critic reveled. This tree should last us the rest of our lives. According to one critic: The tree is sturdy
and the pieces go together without any problem. I'm very happy with my Balsam Hill tree. I can't wait till next Christmas. 5Pencil Slim Artificial Christmas TreePencil Slim Artificial Christmas TreeAmazonFor college suites, tight apartments and cozy cottages, there is the Pencil Slim Christmas Tree. Since it's only about 20 inches in
diameter, it easily adapts to narrow corners or against walls, so you can enjoy some holiday heat without the clutter. This has more than 300 lights and has soft-tipped branches, in case you return to it by accident. Please note, this is only available in one height (7 feet), so consider the height of your roof before purchase. According to one
critic: I searched high and under a thin tree that could fit in a small space. This tree is perfect! It is still tall, but fits perfectly in a narrow area. And it's prelit! Loves. She was able to fit her favorite ornaments into it and looks beautiful. Treezy Pre-Decorated Christmas TreeEasy Treezy Pre-Decorated Christmas TreeAmazonAvailable sizes:
7.5 feetExtended work schedules, massive shopping lists, busy weekends — for some, it's the most agitad time of of of year, so you may not have enough time to set up a tree. According to critics, the Easy Treezy Christmas tree takes a large total of 90 seconds to fully assemble, and that's because it comes pre-lit and already decorated.
Its four sections fit with a great magnetic design, so all you have to do is stack the pieces, connect the bright LED bulbs, and enjoy. You can get this in seven different decorated designs, as well as a few less ornate styles if that's more to your liking. According to one critic: There was almost no lint, and there are no holes. I really don't like
to install artificial trees, with their pokey branches and a lot of time. One of the best things about this tree is knocking it down is just as easy. I had him downstairs and back in the box in just a few minutes. This system is ingenious! 7Unbol National White Dunhill Aber Artificial Christmas TreeReederos: 4.5, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 9 feetThe white trees
have a certain magical elegance, and this Dunhill fir from National Tree is no exception. Its 2,500 hinged branches feature snow-white hands and 750 LED lights equipped with light bulb locks, so if one burns, the others stay on. It is packed in a storage box that you can reuse and is also protected by a one-year warranty. One note: Since
it's white, it's prone to discoloration, so pack carefully and store it somewhere clean. According to one reviewer: I'm using this 4.5 white tree on a large round glass sofa table instead of buying a big tree that sits on the floor. This small tree will be easier to store than a large one. It must be sponged to look full, but it wasn't difficult. All the
lights are working. This was a good find. Very nice with a traditional Christmas tree shape. 8Best Choice Products Pre-Lit Spruce Artificial Christmas Tree Sizes available: 6 feet, 7.5 feet, 9 feetThey would make it difficult for you to find a quality artificial tree for less than $150 in the store, no matter one pre-lit, but the Best Choice Products
spruce offers 6 feet of pre-lit festivities for just over $100. With nearly 800 fireproof branches and 250 LED lights, it's anything but sparse, and its sturdy metal frame offers durability despite the affordable price tag. If you decide to go higher, the 7.5-foot and 9-foot options are less than $250, which is virtually unheard of. Please note: You
get what you pay for with this tree, and some reviewers have had problems with small sections of the lights that don't work properly. According to one critic: Love the tree!!! He arrived just before Thanksgiving. Easy to assemble and super fun to sponge. I'm not a big fan of the tree stall, because I usually go overboard the tree. The tree
seems to hold up well and I'm very happy for my purchase. Getty Images Go with an artificial Christmas tree over a real one will not make your holiday less bright. As long as you choose one of the no one can say you're working with a fake fir tree. In fact, over the years, the design of artificial trees has improved so much, some of them
look exactly like the real thing. And the best part is today, the trees come pre-lit, completely decorated and covered in snow, making them even more magical. To make sure she chooses the best possible tree, Rachel Rothman, the chief technologist and engineering director at the Good Housekeeping Institute, says she's looking for an
artificial tree that announces real needles or real feeling. They are designed to more closely mimic the look of a real Christmas tree. Also opt for hinged branches in front of hooked branches: the first one is permanently fixed (meaning you won't have to hold them individually). When it comes to size, it's up to you, but Rothman notices that
if you're getting a bigger tree (we're talking about 7, 8, or even 12 feet tall), make sure you have a metal stand to keep it sturdy. Regardless of your style, any of these best fake Christmas trees will make the light and ornament always shine. Announcement - Continue reading below 1 more realistic blue spruce, 6.5ft Balsam Hill

amazon.com From the other side of the room you wouldn't even be able to guess this blue Spruce from Balsam Hill is not real. The price of the 6.5-foot non-illumination tree includes a tree holder, a storage bag, gloves and a three-year limited warranty. 2 Classic Tree Carolina Pine Tree, 7.5 Feet National Tree Company amazon.com
$619.99 $266.22 (57% off) Customers on Amazon say this tree is beautiful in person. One advantage is that it comes in 7.5 feet, one of the most popular heights for Christmas trees. 3 Best Carolina Pine Tree, 7.5 Feet National Tree Company amazon.com $619.99 $266.22 (57% off) Yes, you can find this quirky beauty on Amazon, too.
Trimmed branches with 750 pre-hung lights and fake pine cones make decoration very easy. 4 Best Pine Value, 6 Feet Best Products of Choice amazon.com $49.99 A budget purchase can still make a return. Amazon's best-selling Christmas tree measures a six-foot-tall solid with plenty of ready-to-decorate branch tips. 5 Oldest family
name for Aspen Fir Christmas trees, 7.5 Puleo International amazon.com $267.70 equipped with 700 ul-listed lights, Amazon reviewers promote how realistic the tree looks (especially considering the affordable price). 6 Easist Assembly Premium Spruce, 7.5 Feet Best Choice Products amazon.com $79.99 Another budget option that has
excellent reviews on Amazon. Just be sure to give him some lint and let him settle down before 7 Best Kingswood Fir Pencil Narrow Tree, 7.5 ft National Tree Company amazon.com Although narrow (only 30 inches in diameter!), the branches of the tree are still lush, won't you miss that wow factor. It is available from 4 to 16 feet, allowing
you to choose the best height for your space. 8 Best Apartment Apartment Green Pine Tree, 7.5 ft The Holiday Aisle wayfair.com $185.90 No corner? No problem. The half tree sits perfectly against any wall, allowing even the smallest spaces to have a great moment of decoration. 9 Best Winchester White Pine White Tree, 7 Feet
National Tree Company amazon.com $409.99 $219.00 (47% off) Equipped with beautiful white lights, Amazon reviews have said it's the most beautiful white Christmas tree you've ever seen. All you have to do is take a moment to sponge the branches. 10 Best Tree with Greened Snow tree, 6 feet Best products of choice amazon.com
Snow-covered branches will create winter feel in your living room. Although not pre-illuminated, the whole body making easy rope lights. 11 Best Green Cypress Upside down, 7.5 Feet The holiday aisle wayfair.com $354.90 We're in love with this tree backwards! Not only is it fun, but if a light bulb burns, the rest of the white lights will stay
on. 12 Best at Walmart Pre-Lit LED Tree, 7 Feet Best Choice Products walmart.com $104.99 These are not the retro C9 bulbs of yesteryear. Dazzle children with eight different light sequences courtesy of a pine tree equipped with LEDs. 13 Best Dunhill Fir Tree, 12 Feet National Tree Company amazon.com $1,069.99 $899.97 (16% off)
If you really want to make a statement, this huge 12-foot-tall tree will do the trick. 14 Best Outdoor Tree Pine Tree, 5 feet Goplus amazon.com Designed to keep any topper in place perfectly, this tree comes in green and white. It is also waterproof, so it can come out if you want. 15 Best Tree Fully Decorated Folding Tree, 6ft
BrylaneHome amazon.com $129.99 Not only is this folding option, but it also comes fully decorated with lights, ribbons and ornaments. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content
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